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Is it possible to interconnect physical learning media and computer-based
learning? If so, what do we gain by attempting this? We will describe the conceptual evolution, as well as various results of a project aimed at the development of a computer-supported learning environment for pneumatics, targeted at
vocational students. This environment uses a new approach to human/computer
interaction, which involves coupling the building of models in the real space of
physical objects with the virtual space of signs and images.
The project EUGABE (sponsored by German Research Commission DFG)
interconnects traditional workbenches with computer-based simulators. While
the student constructs a physical circuit, the computer tracks this construction. It
then generates a symbolic circuit, which can be digitally simulated. As users
introduce new elements, or relocate existing elements, symbols pop up in the
simulator, or they move.

1 HCI Leaving the Desktop: Real Models as Interface
This concept of a graspable user interface is based on the pairing of real artifacts
with their virtual counterparts. Students wear DataGloves and use real objects to
construct a system on a workbench, while the computer tracks and interprets
their actions and gestures. It simultaneously assembles a corresponding virtual
model, responding to the actions of the students’ hands. Virtual objects may also
contain further information required either for creating computer simulations, or
for obtaining specific information about elements. The virtual model can be
connected to application-specific simulators. Experiments can be performed in
either the physical system or the virtual system. Users are able to switch freely
between operations on both the real and the virtual objects.
The material workspace functions as an interface for the virtual model, and
controls it. The computer acts as a supporting tool. The “hands-on” manipula-

tion of concrete physical models allows for an intuitive and nonpropositional
way of modelling; it provides unmediated communication. Our coupling of real
and virtual models combines two approaches: an abstract dispassionate approach (usually supported with technical modelling tools); and an intuitive,
playful - even meditative - approach. (Bruns 1996) We call this concept Real
Reality since it concentrates on real models.

2 System Development and Design Space Constraints
The concept of Real Reality was a prevalent principle in several projects at artec
(cp. Schäfer et al. 1997, Bruns 1998). In this discussion we will concentrate on
its application to pneumatics. Our vision of an integrated learning environment
required more than simply the simultaneous production of the virtual circuit. It
also demanded simultaneous interaction with the computer simulation, and its
help-system. It also needed to be able to access several levels of visualisations
while concurrently dealing with the dynamic nature of the concrete physical
model. The system was designed to run on modestly-equipped PCs supplemented by a limited range of additional hardware.
Technical development proceeded in several stages. We began by coupling our
system with an existing digital simulator which we extended to include
pneumatics. The correlation of the movement of real elements to the movement
of virtual elements is achieved by tracking the movements of the students'

hands. Since the electro-magnetic tracking system currently in use functions
poorly with metal objects, we use wooden bricks whose size corresponds to the
original pneumatic elements. Future plans include a different tracking system
which would allow the use of metal objects. The use of wires or tubes created
special problems: these items are flexible and cannot be tracked well. We
decided to use two bricks for the endings of tubes. The same idea – detection of
tube ends instead of the whole tube – has been implemented in an European
Community project developed by artec (BREVIE). Differing from EUGABE,
this system uses image recognition via video cameras to recognise physical
objects, and to correlate physical constructions with virtual models. In this first
stage, we proved that it is possible to build a digital or pneumatic circuit with
tangible symbols, and to then transfer its model to the simulator.
We also developed a file-transfer interface for the commercial simulator
FluidSim© which allows the student to import an existing model into the
simulator. Since our goal was to offer simultaneous, dynamic modelling, we
specified that pneumatic symbols should appear at the moment the user has
picked an element. To this end, we developed an “online” interface. This
instantaneous interaction enables the student to use gestures to send commands
(Run, Stop, Help) to the simulator. Pointing at an element calls “help” on it.
During a simulation this action is interpreted as activating a toggle switch.
We encountered several constraints in dealing with the design space. The
available hardware led to restrictions, some of which could be mastered by
using higher-quality (more expensive) devices. This holds for the tracking
system as well as for the data gloves, which are either too clumsy or too
expensive. The commercial development of data gloves is motivated primarily
by the demands of Virtual Reality applications. Optimally, the data gloves
should also be wireless. The brick-solution for tubes led to restrictions on
student behaviour, i.e. to complete one tube before using a new one. The
development of a vocabulary of gestures demanded solutions which were
appropriate to both technical and ergonomic needs. Which gestures can be used?
How many suffice for interacting with the system? Human gesture language as a
whole is far too vague and complex for our needs. Those gestures which are
intuitive and easy to discern are those of gripping, moving, releasing grip and
pointing. Therefore, we propose to restrict the gestures we use, exclusively, to a
few easily-learnable gestures, harmonised with their context.
We have not yet arrived at a complete system for recognizing actions in the
physical model. For instance, when the student tunes a valve, that gesture is
currently too subtle to be detected. Activating a switch by pointing to it works
well for button switches, but not for switches which have handles to be turned.
With better gesture recognition, and more sophisticated modelling, these
problems could be solved in the future. The movements of certain parts (the

pulling of a cylinder; the tuning of a valve) require the use of hierarchical
models in order to accurately represent them.
The use of image recognition in the manner of the BREVIE project elegantly
solves some of these problems, while, simultaneously, creating new ones. Since
the detection of gestures is extremely difficult, gestures cannot be used to
interact with the BREVIE-System. If the use of gestures were to be replaced by
the use of a pointing device of some sort, the inherent value of unmediated
gesturing would have to be scrutinised.

3 Didactic Gains
Artec’s learning environment is primarily designed for introductory courses in
pneumatics. The primary educational goals are: to learn to build simple
pneumatic systems, to develop an understanding of where and how such
systems are implemented in industrial environments, to comprehend the
physical laws pertaining to the behaviour of gases, to achieve a basic
understanding of pneumatic systems design, to learn the details of specific
pneumatic elements: their designation, their notation in schematic diagrams,
how they function. The learning environment is meant to aid the students in
their quest to make the many necessary mental jumps to higher levels of
abstraction demanded by the realities of pneumatic systems. Such jumps require
constant adjustment, according to the changing requirements of the system, and
the many-faceted requirements of field of pneumatics.
The basic point of view offered to the student, for the comprehension of a
pneumatic system, is the physical model which exists on the workbench. This
opportunity to perceive concrete objects makes possible the conceptual
understanding of the system. Dealing with pneumatic elements in a “hands-on”
situation allows students to confront the day-to-day problems encountered in the
professional world in a way which would never be possible by using a purely
digital environment. The knowledge gained here is “tacit knowledge”. We value
this premise so highly, that our design concepts concerning “computer-based
learning” differ from usual approaches.
Utilising our environment, computer-aided learning offers a seemingly-direct
correspondence between the physical environment and those representations
displayed by the computer. The most obvious of those is the realistic-looking
3-D representation which rebuilds automatically. If this computer representation
were the only one, there would be few didactic advantages. Insight can first be
gained when the student recognises the differences between two representations.
A 3-D representation then becomes interesting when it offers integration into the
larger context of “real world”-applications. Even more important are those
representations which are generated, whose nature is more abstract. The student

is offered schematic representations in the Editor and in the Simulator. The
student can use a “walk-through diagram” to help visualise the behaviour of a
system over the course of time. In many cases, graphic representations show
animated cut-away representations of pneumatic components, allowing the
student to quickly grasp how they function, and - in some cases - allow the
student to perform experiments on them. In order for the system to translate
changes into the various other representations, it is not only necessary to react to
the physical pneumatic system itself, it is also crucial that the various
representations react - in synch - to changes in all the other representations. An
interactive interface between the “walk-through diagram” and the 3-D
representation provides the student with a high level of clarity.
Differing from interaction with electromagnetic circuits, it is not currently
possible to cause changes to take place in the physical environment, in response
to changes in a digital representation. We have, however, devised a method to
double check a newly-built physical construction. The system verifies whether
or not there is a direct correspondence with a digital representation within the
Editor.
In addition to striving to reach our didactic goals, our learning environment is
designed to nurture an “open” educational environment. As opposed to tutorial
systems our learning environment encourages copious experimentation and
offers teachers abundant alternatives as to how to organise the learning process.
Wishing to prevent media-breaks or “seams”, we experimented with projecting
the display of the simulation onto the wall. This enables students to remain close
to the workbench, staying focussed on the physical construction, while
upholding the concept of group participation - the workbench is treated as a
shared workspace. Since the system can utilise several data gloves, working in
parallel is possible.
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